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With the development of the real estate industry, the number of the housing 
mortgage loan in China has been increasing rapidly and has become one of the 
backbones of the real estate industry. There were few commercial banks who provided 
the service of housing mortgage loan in the beginning, but now almost every bank 
provides the service and the related financial products like mortgage refinance and 
second mortgage have been enriched. The competition between commercial banks has 
been more serious. Mortgage is a new financial product in China and with the 
booming of the housing mortgage loan, the related legal problems have come out. The 
clarification of the legal nature of mortgage is the pre-condition to solve these 
problems. Thus, it’s of theoretical and practical importance to study the legal nature of 
mortgage. 
Mortgage is an old assurance originally created in United Kingdom. Mortgage 
system in the United States and Hong Kong adopt almost the same model of mortgage 
as that of UK.. This paper, analyzing the mortgage systems in UK., the U.S. and Hong 
Kong and introducing the operation of mortgage in mainland of China, reveals the 
characteristic of the mortgage of mainland of China. Through the comparison of the 
mortgage system in Anglo-American law, the author draws the conclusion that since 
the proprietorship of the guarantee isn’t transferred which is different from the 
characteristic of mortgage in Anglo-American Law, the mortgage in mainland of 
China isn’t the mortgage in Anglo-American Law. For the same reason, the mortgage 
in mainland of China differs from the transferring guarantee in Continental law 
system. According to the standard of whether the proprietorship and the possession of 
the guarantee is transferable, the mortgage in mainland of China should fall in the 
field of charge in mainland of China. 
Before the pass of Chinese Reality Law, the legal nature of the mortgage in 
mainland of China is vague and controversial. With the pass of Chinese Reality Law, 
we confirm the legal effect of the building payment by installments and clarify the 
legal nature of the mortgage in mainland of China. Unfortunately, there is lack of 
specific laws and rules to carry and stipulate the mortgage system. Because of that, 
the author puts forward some suggestions in respect of that. 
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